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Joseph Paul is an accountant at his Mega Church but despite its grand success; Joe and his family face
financial difficulties which is tearing his family apart. Joe has a passion for expressing morality and wise
judgment especially to the youths of his church where he sees them falling into immorality. However, His
Churches main interest seems to be collecting tithes and offerings. Trying to get away from the problems in
his life Joe takes a mission trip to the Middle East where he is kidnapped. Joe wakes up inside a small city
inside a Cave that seems “perfect.” The mysterious city is governed without our society’s materialistic and
capitalistic ideals so they don’t have the problems like divorce, unemployment, greed, debt, stress, etc. The
leaders of the city base this perfect utopia on the ideas of Plato’s Republic along with having strange unique
powers which prevents Joe from leaving the Cave. Joe starts to enjoy his life inside the Cave; he is given a
new breathtakingly beautiful wife, a new job, a new paid off house, and all his problems of the world you
and I know of are gone! Over time Joe forgets about his old reality from the outside world and assimilates
into the Cave’s reality. Joe even starts to believe he was born and raised in the Cave like the other residences.
When he comes to realize that his Cave reality is false he must find a way out of the Cave and return to his
family before the leaders discover this and try and stop him.
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From reader reviews:

Terrance Allen:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children right up until adult are different content. To be sure
that book is very important usually. The book Plato's Cave was making you to know about other expertise
and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The reserve Plato's
Cave is not only giving you considerably more new information but also being your friend when you truly
feel bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your e-book. Try to make relationship while
using book Plato's Cave. You never really feel lose out for everything if you read some books.

Francis Rutland:

Why? Because this Plato's Cave is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting for you to
snap that but latter it will shock you with the secret it inside. Reading this book adjacent to it was fantastic
author who also write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside of easier to understand,
entertaining method but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this ever again or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of rewards than the
other book get such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking method. So , still want to
postpone having that book? If I were you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Paul Blum:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to decide on book
like comic, short story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not seeking Plato's Cave that
give your fun preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be
said as the method for people to know world considerably better then how they react in the direction of the
world. It can't be explained constantly that reading practice only for the geeky man but for all of you who
wants to possibly be success person. So , for all you who want to start reading through as your good habit,
you may pick Plato's Cave become your personal starter.

Arnold Browning:

Is it you who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day simply by watching television programs or
just lying down on the bed? Do you need something new? This Plato's Cave can be the response, oh how
comes? It's a book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this brand
new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these publications have than the others?
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